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We study collective light scattering from linear crystals with up to twelve 40Ca+ ions, acting as
coherent single photon emitters. Light-scattering is induced by two-photon laser excitation, starting
from the S1/2 to D5/2 quadrupole transition at 729 nm in combination with laser excitation of the
D5/2 to P3/2 dipole transition at 854 nm, followed by a decay back to S1/2 via a single photon
emission near 393 nm. The scattered intensity is recorded in the far field, featuring the interference
of emitted light fields of the entire crystal. Furthermore, we demonstrate spin-dependent coherent
scattering and unveil the time evolution of a previously encoded spin texture in a crystal employing
the recorded dynamics of the spatial frequency components of the fringe pattern.

Emerging microscopic phenomena feature astonish-
ing collective properties, and trapped ion crystals of-
fer unique opportunities for their classical or quantum
simulation. This includes the study of defect forma-
tion in (structural) phase transitions [1–4] but also mag-
netic phase transitions, which have been implemented
first using a quantum simulator with two ions [5], but
now employ scaled-up systems for uncovering a plethora
of magnetic phases [1, 6–12]. There is high interest in
quantum simulations with even larger and eventually
two-dimensional systems [13–15], as these would allow
for analyzing frustrated spin models that feature elusive
properties but are notoriously hard to predict from nu-
merical simulations [16]. In a typical quantum simula-
tion run, spins are initialized, their mutual interactions
are switched on, and after a desired evolution time, the
spin projection is recorded for each site by imaging laser-
induced fluorescence on a spatial-resolving detector [17].
The interesting question is whether spin textures, as the
outcome of a quantum simulation run, can be recorded
alternatively. Could spin-correlations be directly and in-
situ detected from observing interferences in the intensity
of collectively scattered photons?

Here, we demonstrate coherent scattering of light from
an array of ions, each of them acting as a single photon
emitter (SPE). We are measuring the intensity I(z) in
the far field, described by the photon correlation function
g(1)(z, z). Our method is able to reveal spin-textures,
using the benefits of Fourier optics, which is known for
resolving spatial frequencies. We determine the latter
from the patterns, and in this way find the distances
between the SPEs with equal spin state. Note, that our
method realizes an in-situ detection [18, 19], which we
implement in a background-free fashion. The contrast of
the interference pattern uncovers the degree of coherence
and the indistinguishability of the photons emitted in
the array of SPEs, which might be difficult to identify

otherwise [20–23].
In this letter, first we describe the experimental setup

of the ion trap, the laser interactions to excite 40Ca+ ion
crystals and the detection of photons. We then outline
the scheme for obtaining spin-dependent scattering and
describe the data analysis to reveal both, the SPE-array
configuration and its spin order. Finally, we are initial-
izing the crystal with specific spin orders, and record the
real-time evolution of the multi-spin interference pattern.

We use a linear Paul trap to confine linear crystals
of 40Ca+ under ultra-high vacuum conditions. The
trap is built in X-blade geometry [24] with a di-
agonal electrode distance of 960µm and with eleven
DC segments of width 200µm. We apply the ra-
dio frequency of ΩRF /(2π) = 30.04MHz to achieve
secular frequencies along the two radial directions of
ωR1,R2/(2π) = {2.26, 2.59}MHz. We adapt the DC volt-
ages to {+5V, 0, 0, 0, 0, u, 0, 0, 0, 0, +5V} for the seg-
ments with u = − 8V in case of three ions to get an
axial trap frequency of ωz/(2π) = 0.72MHz, and relax
this potential to ωz/(2π) = 0.58MHz using u = − 1.5V
for trapping crystals with up to twelve ions.

The directions of the two exciting laser beams are in
the x-z plane and impinge the crystal under +45 ◦ for
the beam at 729 nm and under −45 ◦ for the beam at
854 nm, while emitted photons near 393 nm are collected
in opposite x-direction by the objective, see Fig. 1(i). The
scattered light is focused by the objective at a distance
of about 127 cm on a slit of width 1.4mm (not shown
in Fig. 1), whereas the LINCam detector (Photonscore
Inc.) is positioned further downstream in the far field at
170 cm distance.

During loading, we use the S1/2 to P1/2 transition
near 397 nm for Doppler cooling, while a repumper near
866 nm empties the metastable D3/2 level, see Fig. 1(ii).
A flip-mirror is placed in the setup to image the ion crys-
tal on an EMCCD camera (both not shown in Fig. 1(i))
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FIG. 1. i) Sketch of the experimental setup: A linear crystal of
40Ca+ ions is exposed to laser fields (729 nm/854 nm/866 nm)
with beam waist sizes of (25µm/80µm/80µm), respectively.
Scattered photons near 393 nm are collected by the NA= 0.3
objective (Sill, S6ASS2241) onto a multi-channel plate detec-
tor LINCam at a distance of 170 cm. For single ion addressing,
a beam near 729 nm is reflected off the dichroic beam splitter,
and focused by the objective to a waist size of 2µm. ii) Levels
and transitions in 40Ca+: S1/2 Zeeman levels m= ±1/2 serve
as spin up / spin down state, respectively. Spin-dependent
scattering is achieved by two-photon excitation with wave-
lengths near 729 nm and 854 nm. iii) Pulse sequence for spin-
dependent detection: After Doppler cooling (397 nm/866 nm),
the spin is initialized by the addressing beam (729 nm), and
then the spin-dependent scattering is recorded under illumi-
nation by the global beams (729 nm/854 nm) while repumping
the residual population via the short-lived P1/2 level (866 nm)
to S1/2.

for probing the number of ions during loading as well as
prior and posterior to any of the measurements. A mag-
netic field of 0.996mT is applied in x-direction to provide
a quantization axis, and to separate the Zeeman levels of
the S1/2 state by 27.92MHz.

To realize the light scattering experiments, the beam
near 397 nm is switched off, and the 729 nm laser ex-
cites the narrow-band S1/2, m = −1/2 (≡↓) to D5/2,
m = −5/2 transition, while simultaneously driving the
transition near 854 nm, which quenches the long-lived
D5/2 via the P3/2 state back to S1/2, by the emission
of a single photon at 393 nm, as shown in Fig. 1(ii).
If the detuning, the Rabi frequencies and the polar-
ization are properly chosen, we implement an almost
closed-cycle back into the S1/2, m = −1/2 state. In
this spin selective scattering regime, the strengths of
both laser fields are Ω729/(2π) = 0.302± 0.006MHz and
Ω854/(2π) = 2.48 ± 0.15MHz, respectively. They have
been determined independently, from recording Rabi os-
cillations in the first case and from observing the deple-
tion dynamics of the D5/2 level in the latter. Under these
conditions, we experimentally find a rate for photons at
393 nm of about 400 Hz per ion, free of background, with
20 Hz dark counts from the LINCam.

By increasing the Rabi frequency of the beam near
854 nm by a factor of two the light scattering rate is
raised. But the probability of pumping into, and exciting
from the S1/2, m = +1/2 (≡↑) state becomes larger, thus
the detection scheme gradually looses its spin-selectivity.
The resulting continuous light scattering regime is em-
ployed for sub-Doppler cooling [25] when tuning the fre-
quency of the 729 nm laser below the quadrupole transi-
tion by ∆/(2π) ∼ 1.55MHz. We determine the ion tem-
perature from resolved sideband spectroscopy and find
it to be about 70µK. This is well below the measured
Doppler limit of 0.5mK. Modelling the three-level sys-
tem [25, 26] we find an effective two-level system with
linewidth Γtheo/(2π) = 1.10± 0.28MHz what would lead
to a cooling limit [27] of 80±5µK, where the uncertainty
comes from the estimated Rabi frequencies.

FIG. 2. (i) LINCam image with interference pattern from
a N = 6 ion linear crystal, diameter 17 mm. Summing up
over the y-axis leads to interference fringes, here displayed
for the case of linear crystals with (ii) N = 6 and (iii) N = 12
ions. The data acquisition time is 240 s. The model function
(red) takes into account the independently determined ion
positions, the laser beam profiles and a quadratic phase shift
due to optical aberration, see text for details. (iv) Model
function evaluated for the twelve ion crystal, but excluding
the quadratic phase shift.

As the ions constitute a linear array of emitters al-
most perfectly localized and at rest, the interference pat-
terns are expected to form lines on the spherical outgo-
ing waves. The projection of the sphere onto the detector
surface plane leads to interference patterns oriented along
the y-axis, see Fig. 2(i). Summing up data in the central
part over the y-direction, we obtain interference fringes
as shown in Fig. 2(ii) and (iii), (see online material for
data sets for crystals with N = 4 to 12).

The separation between the 0th diffraction order and
the ±1st diffraction order is determined by the inverse of
the inter-ion separation l0 which is at the center of a lin-
ear 12-ion crystal 3.26µm for an axial trap frequency of
0.58MHz. However, the inter-ion distance in a harmonic
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potential increases for ions further out of the center. Con-
sequently, the ±1st diffraction order is split up in several
peaks, nicely visible e.g. in the case of a 12-ion crystal in
Fig. 2(iii). Here, the ±1st orders at positions ±65 display
a series of side peaks towards the center.

Remarkably, also the 0th diffraction order consist of
many peaks, instead of one single narrow line. In an
ideal optical far field setup, the 0th diffraction order of
a linear array of emitters placed on the z-axis would not
feature any path length differences. We conjecture an op-
tical aberration by the light collection objective, causing
a parasitic phase shift for rays emitted by SPEs displaced
off the optical axis by a distance z. This aberration effect
shows up especially when light is collected over a larger
field as it is the case for crystals with large ion number.
According to Zernike’s description of lens imperfections,
we model a quadratic parasitic phase shift ϕ(z−z0) = az2

for the SPE phases, where z0 accounts for an alignment
offset.

To model the fringe pattern for an array of N point-like
emitters we sum up their fields:

I = c1

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1

Ei

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+ c2. (1)

The term with prefactor c1 denotes the normalized coher-
ent part of the electric field and the second term with c2
the incoherently scattered part. The coherently emitted
field by an ion at r i at detector position d reads

Ei(d,r i) = eia(zi−z0)
2−(ri/w0)

2

× e−i( 2π
λ |d−ri|). (2)

The first term describes the aberration-induced
quadratic phase shift discussed above, and an intensity-
mask which is stemming from the finite waist of the
729 nm illumination, while the waist of the beam at
854 nm is much larger. The wave front curvature of
the illumination beams leads to a negligible phase shift.
The second term describes the path-length induced phase
shifts for the light emitted at λ = 393 nm. Optimum fit to
the data is found for z0 = 9µm and a = 0.015 rad/µm2.
This corresponds to a shift of π for an SPE off-center
by ±15µm. Taking this quadratic phase into account,
and adapting with three values for the overall ampli-
tude, contrast and magnification of interference fringes
for the entire data set, we achieve good agreement with
the data, see Fig 2(ii,iii). This model function is plot-
ted in Fig 2(iv), now excluding the parasitic quadratic
phases. Here, the 0th diffraction order collapses into a
narrow peak, whereas the ±1st orders display the inho-
mogeneous distribution of distances between ions, with
a series of peaks in the direction towards the 0th diffrac-
tion order. For N = 12, the distances l between ions
vary from the outermost right to the left-hand one like
{4.71, 3.94, 3.58, 3.39, 3.29, 3.26, 3.29, 3.39, 3.58, 3.94,
4.71} µm [28].

i) ii) iii)
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FIG. 3. (i) Fractional width, measured for crystals with 4
≤ N ≤ 12 ions trapped in a 0.58 MHz axial potential. The
expected 1/N dependence is plotted (red), no free parame-
ters. (ii) Photon counts integrated over the 0th order peak
showing a linear increase with N (red). (iii) Contrast of the
interference fringes versus the number of ions N . The depen-
dence on N is described by a model function kexpC(N), see
text for details.

We start by analyzing the fractional width of the 0th
diffraction order and find agreement with the expected
scaling with 1/N , see Fig. 3(i). Here, the fractional width
is defined by the width of the 0th diffraction order divided
by the distance to the ±1st diffraction order. Moreover,
the total photon count in the 0th order peak increases
linearly with the number of ions N in the crystal. Fur-
thermore, we observe that the contrast of the interference
fringes c1/(c1 + c2) increases with N and then saturates
for crystals with N > 8.

We model the far field intensity I [29, eq. 13.48], leav-
ing aside the aberration from the light collection lens and
the intensity mask considered in Equ. 2 but investigating
mechanisms for loss of interference contrast:

N∑
i,j=1

e−iq(ri−rj)⟨eiquje−iqui⟩ × C × ⟨Si†
P,SS

j
P,S⟩. (3)

The three terms correspond to three different effects all
affecting the contrast of the fringe pattern: The first term
describes the Debye-Waller (DW) factor, the second cov-
ers the fraction of spin combinations C which are leading
to interference, and the last one denotes the relative frac-
tion of coherently, above incoherently scattered light.

The first term contains ion equilibrium positions ri,
their thermal and quantum fluctuations u i about these
positions and the momentum transfer q . We have chosen
a geometry which leads to a partly compensated photon
recoil in the absorption and subsequent emission event,
see Fig. 1(i), and correspondingly only a small coupling
to the motional degrees of freedom, characterized by sin-
gle ion Lamb-Dicke parameters η(R1,R2,z) = {0.025, 0.023,
0.013}. Also, as the ion crystal is cooled to sub-Doppler
temperatures, the fluctuations are reduced almost the
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FIG. 4. Interference patterns observed from spin-initialized three-ion crystals with data acquisition time 1ms, repeated for
150,000 times. Three plots on the left side show the number of detected photons in each bin position (x-axis) vs. the scattering
time tscatt (y-axis) for spin configuration initialization in (i): {↓, ↓, ↓}, (ii): {↓, ↑, ↓}, and (iii): {↑, ↑, ↑}, respectively. The three
plots on the right side display over time the intensity of the different spatial frequencies of the three-ion crystals, corresponding
to the different inter-ion distances with ion in state ↓. Error bars are within the size of the dots. For the initial configuration
{↓, ↓, ↓} in (iv), we observe two spatial frequencies which decay as a function of time. In the case of {↓, ↑, ↓} in (v), one Fourier
frequency is present at the beginning and then decays, while the other one is barely visible throughout the observation time.
Initializing the ion crystal to {↑, ↑, ↑} in (vi), no spatial frequencies are observed initially, nonetheless they appear over time
due a small leakage in the fluorescence cycle.

quantum limit. The loss of visibility due to the DW
factor [30] is evaluated from the recoil-induced displace-
ments of the ions from equilibrium position in terms of
eigenvectors of the ion crystal’s motion [28]. With in-
creasing ion number two effects take place: the sum-
mation over a higher number of 3N-3 modes and the
increased mass of N ions which contribute to common
modes of vibration. Finally, our calculation of the DW
yields a value close to unity, when taking into account
an ion crystal at ω/(2π)=0.58MHz and a temperature
of about 70µK, as measured for a single ion under the
same laser illumination conditions.

The second term contains the fraction of ion pairs in
the spin ↓ state C. As we do not initialize the spin states
in the measurements shown in Fig. 2, each ion in the
crystal may either be in the ↓ state or in the ↑ state,
where the latter does almost not scatter light. Therefore,
out of the 2N different possible combinations for an N-
ion crystal in total, only the N combinations, where one
ion is in ↓ state, and the situation with all ions in the ↑
state, do not contribute to the interference pattern. This
leads to a factor of C(N) = 1− N

2N
− 1

2(N+1) .
The last term describes the amount of coherently scat-

tered photons, as only they contribute to the interference
pattern. Si

P,S and Si†
P,S denote the lowering and raising

operators of ion i from the S1/2 state to the P3/2 state,
respectively. We have conducted a 3-level simulation in-
volving also the D5/2 state and found a contrast reduction

by about 0.930± 0.001, taking the experimental param-
eters into account. The combination of all three terms
describes the contrast. We fit the model to the data
in Fig. 3(iii), using the combinatorial factor C(N) to-
gether with a prefactor kexp that takes into account the
reduction due to incoherently scattered light. The finding
kexp = 0.80± 0.02 is close to the theoretical prediction.

Finally, we extend our study to the situation where we
initialize the spin state of the ions in the linear crystal in-
dividually and observe the fringe patterns obtained from
different spin textures. Deterministic preparation is done
by addressing single ion spins with an additional beam
near 729 nm focused to a 2µm waist, see Fig. 1(i). In
this way, we are able to initialize all the different 2N = 8
spin-patterns.

A time-resolved measurement on a spin-initialized
crystal consists of repeating a sequence of three steps:
Doppler-cooling, spin-initialization, and finally, observa-
tion of photon scattering for 1ms by exciting at 729 nm
and 854 nm, as described above. As before, we sum pho-
ton detection events over the y-direction on the LINCam
detector. Now, time stamps of the detected photons are
also recorded as the LINCam receives a trigger when the
photon scattering time starts. Such data allow for exam-
ining the time-evolution of the diffraction pattern, which
displays how spin textures develop, see Fig. 4(i,ii,iii).
This dynamics occurs due to a small leakage in the fluo-
rescence cycle, pumping all spin textures eventually into
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equilibrium.

If we initialize the spins to the setting {↓, ↓, ↓} all ions
emit light, and we observe two spatial Fourier frequen-
cies in the far field fringe pattern, corresponding to the
distance between the outermost ions (2×l0) and that for
neighboring ions (l0 = 5.17µm, at ω/(2π) = 0.72MHz).
They show up strongest directly after the initialization
and decay for longer times, see Fig. 4(iv). As expected,
the Fourier amplitude corresponding to a distance of l0
is higher by a factor of 2.0± 0.2, as compared with that
for the distance 2 × l0. On the other hand, if the crys-
tal is initialized in {↓, ↑, ↓}, only one Fourier frequency
appears, corresponding to the distance 2×l0. For an ini-
tialization with {↑, ↑, ↑}, no light is initially scattered.
Yet, scattered light is observed with time due to the
leakages in the fluorescence cycle. We prove that the ex-
perimental data (see online material) show the expected
Fourier components also for all other five spin configura-
tions, thus witnessing the initialized spin-texture.

When spin states are flipped due to optical pump-
ing processes, we observe this in-situ from the ampli-
tude decay or increase of a specific Fourier component,
see Fig. 4(iv,v,vi). The rates for the dynamics τ↓↑ =
0.24 ± 0.01ms, and in reverse τ↑↓ = 0.33 ± 0.01ms, re-
spectively, are extracted from the entire data set. The
recorded time variation of the respective Fourier ampli-
tudes clearly shows the ability to observe in-situ the evo-
lution of spin-textures in ion crystals.

In the future, we plan to employ collective spin-
dependent scattering as an investigation tool for observ-
ing quantum phase transitions in analogue quantum sim-
ulations. Furthermore, we will improve the count rate
using a pair of high numerical aperture light collection
objectives. Another challenge comes from the inhomoge-
neous distribution of the ion distances in a harmonic trap.
Two solutions are intended: Either using a laser waist
size smaller than the total extension of the ion crystal,
such that only the equidistantly distributed center part
contributes to the interference fringes. Alternatively, we
may tailor the axial potential in the micro-segmented
trap [21, 31, 32] such that equidistant ion crystals are
formed.
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